E L E V A N C E®
C H A I R

E L E V A T I N G
P E R F O R M A N C E

The Elevance® Dental Chair – sophisticated styling, optimal
patient access and exceptional patient comfort.
The result of years of research and development, this patient
chair is a genuine departure from any chair on the market today.
The unique Cantilever Forward® design accentuates the
dramatic styling, allows for unsurpassed range of travel, and
offers greater flexibility to enhance the way you work, whether
seated or standing. Though elegant, the Elevance® chair is
supported by a powerful hydraulic system and cast aluminum
backrest to support patients weighing up to 450 pounds.
The thin, narrow backrest provides optimal access to the
patient. The sculpted backrest and exclusive integrated armrests
support the upper body while the patient enjoys a relaxing
massage from the SerenEscape® heat and massage system,
reducing patient anxiety.
For those who demand the very best, elevate your expectations
– choose Elevance®.

Greater Access Without Compromise
Optimal access to the oral cavity is crucial for maintaining
an ergonomically correct working posture and maximizing
performance. The Elevance® chair has a unique backrest
that is thin and narrow, cradling patients with exclusive
integrated armrests for exceptional patient comfort and
access. Providing an unprecedented range of travel, the
Cantilever Forward® design brings the patient to you and
is conveniently controlled with the industry’s first wireless
chair control.

Starting at a low seat height of 15" and extending to a seat height of 34",
the Cantilever Forward® design delivers the greatest range of travel of any
chair available today. While seated or standing, the Elevance® chair offers
unsurpassed flexibility to enhance the way you work.

Magnetic Headrest
The optional, double articulating,
magnetic headrest comfortably
supports and accurately positions
the patient for full access.

Wireless Chair Control
Offering you greater freedom,
the industry’s first wireless
chair control includes four
programmable presets and a
composite safe mode for the
dental light. (Optional)

Rotation Brake Release
Maximize your operatory
space with convenient access
to electronic chair rotation
release pedals, intuitively
located in the chair base.

Concave footrest nestles
feet together, promoting
relaxation

Contoured seat pocket
for proper positioning
and increased comfort

Advanced lower lumbar
support for the lengthiest
of procedures

Fully integrated heat
and massage (optional)

Sculpted headrest cradles
the patient for greater
comfort and stability
High density foam for
increased support and
long life

Optional Ultraleather™
upholstery for luxurious
softness
Integrated armrests cradle
the upper body and allow
for ease of entry/exit

Cast aluminum backrest for
greater support and patient
confidence

Exceptional Comfort
Patient comfort is one of the most important factors in creating an ideal

Synchronizing the movement of the backrest to the human body

patient experience. Building from Midmark’s reputation for unsurpassed

improves comfort, eliminates the need for the patient to readjust and

patient comfort, we’ve refined the patented, integrated armrest design

allows the dental team to begin the procedure more quickly.

which uniquely cradles the upper body. Further enhancing their experience,
patients can now enjoy a relaxing massage from the new heat and
massage system.

S E R E N I T Y

®

The SerenEscape® system allows you to enhance the patient experience.

User-friendly remote allows patients to adjust settings to their

Patients are offered a serene escape with a relaxing massage, while lumbar

preference. Settings include high and low heat, three different

heat warms muscles for further relaxation. Personal preferences are easily

massage patterns, and adjustable speed and intensity. The

adjusted with the patient’s remote control.

system also includes an auto shut-off mode.

Elevance® Console Operatory

Elevance® LR Operatory

Elevance® Procenter Operatory

Ergonomically Refined

Experience the perfect balance of patient access and comfort paired with

Midmark operator stools deliver premium styling and exceptional

your choice of instrument delivery systems. The Elevance® Dental Chair will

comfort in an ergonomic seating system. Multiple seat sizes, seat

accommodate the Elevance® or Procenter systems, both available in LR

heights and unsurpassed adjustability allow you to better personalize

and console configurations.

your seating solution. The seating system offers a contoured seat,
forward tilt and waterfall front edges, promoting a more balanced
posture and improved comfort.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company.
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